Friction is an inevitable nonlinear phenomenon existing in servomechanisms. Friction errors often affect their motion and contour accuracies during the reverse motion. To reduce friction errors, a novel time-varying friction compensation method is proposed to solve the problem that the traditional friction compensation methods hardly deal with. This problem leads to an unsatisfactory friction compensation performance and the motion and contour accuracies cannot be maintained effectively. In this method, a trapezoidal compensation pulse is adopted to compensate for the friction errors. A generalized regression neural network algorithm is used to generate the optimal pulse amplitude function. The optimal pulse duration function and the pulse amplitude function can be established by the pulse characteristic parameter learning and then the optimal friction compensation pulse can be generated. The feasibility of friction compensation method was verified on a high-precision X-Y worktable. The experimental results indicated that the motion and contour accuracies were improved greatly with reduction of the friction errors, in different working conditions. Moreover, the overall friction compensation performance indicators were decreased by more than 54% and this friction compensation method can be implemented easily on most of servomechanisms in industry.
Introduction
Friction is a very complex time-varying phenomenon and exists in the sliding surfaces of servomechanism extensively, such as bearings and guide-ways. Friction errors occur during the reverse motion, and the servo motion controllers hardly deal with them effectively. Friction errors affect motion accuracy significantly and degrade contour accuracy of computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools [1] [2] [3] . More and more researchers have suggested that the friction should be taken into consideration seriously for highprecision servomechanisms [4] . Friction phenomenon can be alleviated by modifying servomechanism design or using lubricants. However, even with the proper lubrication and design, friction cannot be completely eliminated [5] .
To reduce friction errors, the following two ways are usually adopted. One is to improve the bandwidth of servomechanism, such as using a disturbance observer, employing a neural network controller, and optimizing control parameters [6] [7] [8] . The other is to develop a friction compensation strategy with small modifications to the servo motion controller, such as adopting a friction model, applying a repetitive control strategy, and using a friction compensation pulse [9] . The disturbance observer is often used to estimate the external perturbations and reduce the adverse effects caused by the nonlinear uncertainties [10] . Using the disturbance observer or optimizing the control parameters, friction errors can be suppressed effectively to a certain extent, but the desired performance can hardly be achieved [11] . Even if the neural network controller can effectively reduce the friction errors, designing such kind of controller is very complicated and it is helpless for most of servomechanisms adopting the conventional proportion-integration-differentiation (PID) controllers [12] . To solve these problems, in-depth study on the friction compensation strategy has been carried out. Friction models are commonly used to predict friction force and to 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering realize friction compensation [13] . Several friction models have been applied in describing the friction characteristics of sliding surfaces, such as Stribeck model, Dahl model, and LuGre model [14] . However, friction is time-varying and closely related to humidity, temperature, ageing, inevitable misalignment of axis, uneven distributed lubricant, and so on. So, it is very difficult to obtain an accurate friction model [15] . Meanwhile, the identification results are unrepeatable even for well-prepared experiments and can hardly be applied in the servomechanisms in industry [16] . The repetitive control strategy proposed by Tung et al. [17] compensated the friction errors by adding the compensation command based on the previous measured friction errors to the position command. Obviously, this approach cannot be applied in the working conditions where the feed rate and trajectory vary frequently. Mei et al. adopted a rectangular compensation pulse to reduce friction errors [18] . The rectangular compensation pulse is added to the position command. The amplitude and duration of optimal rectangular compensation pulse can be obtained by the friction compensation experiments. Similarly, Chen et al. used a double compensation pulse to compensate the friction errors [19] . However, it is well known that the position loop bandwidth is much smaller than the velocity loop bandwidth and the current loop bandwidth in servomechanisms [20] . Therefore, adding the compensation pulse to the position command limits friction errors to be further reduced. Moreover, one of the most important characteristics of friction is the time-varying characteristic. So far, this way neglects the time-varying characteristic. It is considered that the friction is a time-invariant physical phenomenon. However, specifically for servomechanism in industry, friction may vary with time greatly, and the friction compensation performance becomes worse. As a result, motion and contour accuracies will degrade and cannot be maintained effectively. Therefore, it is very urgent to develop a new friction compensation method against the time-varying friction.
In this paper, a novel time-varying friction compensation method is proposed to solve this problem. When the friction existing in servomechanism has changed greatly, as a result, the friction compensation performance cannot satisfy the required friction compensation performance. A novel trapezoidal compensation pulse was adopted to compensate the friction errors and a friction compensation performance evaluation function was designed. Then, an optimal pulse duration function and a pulse amplitude function were established by the pulse characteristic parameter learning. According to these functions, the optimal pulse amplitude and the pulse duration can be calculated under different working conditions. Hence, the required friction compensation performance can be obtained, and the motion and contour accuracies of servomechanism can be guaranteed effectively. In addition, according to different working conditions, the friction errors can be compensated adaptively.
The paper is organized as follows. The generation mechanism of friction errors and compensation strategy are introduced briefly in Section 2. Then, the novel time-varying friction compensation method is mainly described in Sections 3 and 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
Analysis of Friction Errors and Friction Compensation
To reveal the generation mechanism of friction errors and to validate the friction compensation method proposed by this paper, a high-precision X-Y worktable was set up. Figure 1 shows the high-precision X-Y worktable. Each axis is driven by a ball screw coupled to a servo motor and its amplifier. The X-Y worktable motion is controlled by an open CNC system composed of a host computer and a slave computer [21, 22] . The host computer is responsible for the operation, data sampling, motion monitoring, and so on. A digital PID motion controller is developed on the slave computer and generates the control signals which are sent to the corresponding amplifiers. Some logic control operations can be implemented by the logic signals, such as emergency stop.
The position feedback signals are produced by the grating scales installed on the X-Y worktable. The velocity feedback signals can be obtained by the encoders directly coupled to the servo motors. These feedback signals are sampled by the digital PID motion controller. In addition, the related data of each axis such as position feedback and velocity feedback are transmitted to the host computer in real time. The main specifications of this high-precision X-Y worktable are shown in Table 1 . As shown in Figure 2 , the controller structure of -axis includes a cascade PID feedback controller, a velocity feedforward controller and an acceleration feedforward controller. The controller structure of -axis is similar with the controller structure of -axis. The cascade PID feedback controller is composed of a position controller, a velocity controller, and a current controller to reject both the steady-state errors and the external disturbances. In addition, these feedforward controllers are used to further improve the dynamics of servomechanism. The position controller and the velocity controller adopt the proportion controller and the proportionintegration controller, respectively. The current controller is contained in the amplifier and can be equivalent as a torque constant. Meanwhile, to show the superiority of the proposed method, a disturbance observer was developed to suppress the friction errors. The current differences between the normal model output and physical plant output are induced by the external nonlinear friction force. These differences are considered as equivalent perturbations which can be added to current command. Thus, the friction errors can be suppressed to a certain extent.
To make the proposed method clearly, the friction compensation method is illustrated with the worktable in thedirection as an example in this paper. Figure 3 shows the actual velocity and the tracking errors during the reverse motion of the worktable in the -direction with the feed rate = 1000 mm⋅min −1 and the circular radius = 25 mm. As shown in Figure 3 , the prominent errors caused by the friction force are friction errors which degrade the motion accuracy of the worktable. The whole process of reverse motion will be briefly introduced as follows.
When the worktable arrives at a reverse position at the moment stick , its motion is stopped. From then on, the friction errors begin to generate and to increase until they reach a peak at the moment err . Then, when the driving force overcomes the break-away force, the worktable starts to slip at the moment slip . However, it is essential to note that the friction affects the position control system in the form of external force or torque and takes time for the effects of friction to be transformed into the position output. In addition, there exists a backlash during the reverse motion; this contributes to an additional delay. Let be the sum of these delays and a transition time from the moment stick to the moment of slip can be expressed as
The moment err can be described as
where max is a time interval from the moment stick to the moment err , and it can be expressed as
The elastic junctions appear in the sliding surfaces and behave like springs during the reverse motion. There is a presliding displacement which is an approximately linear function of the driving force till the driving force reaches the break-away force. Meanwhile, there is an additional measured error Δ caused by the external noise and grating scale resolution. The presliding displacement and measured error Δ are very small and can be neglected. The delay time is inevitable and hard to be further decreased. However, its value is much smaller than the transition time and its effects on the tracking errors can be ignored. Moreover, the position command is not influenced during the reverse motion. Thus, a great peak error is produced and can be expressed as
where and are the position command and position feedback of the worktable, respectively. Considering the existing delay , the worktable actually starts to slip at the moment err . At this moment, the position command and position feedback are ( stick + max ) and ( stick ) + + Δ , respectively. The peak error rises as the transition time and it can be further declined by decreasing the transition time . However, the transition time is determined by the break-away force which varies with the time-varying friction. Thus, the time-varying characteristic should be considered seriously in designing a friction compensator. The friction errors begin to attenuate after the moment err and disappear at the moment . A time interval from the moment stick to the moment can be expressed as
To reduce the friction errors, an external friction compensation pulse is commonly employed to decrease the transition time . Compared with the position loop, the velocity loop has a much higher bandwidth. Moreover, compared with being added to the current command, the additional external friction compensation pulse is added to velocity command and has a smaller impact on the servomechanism. Therefore, it is reasonable to add the pulse to velocity command. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 2 , a trapezoidal compensation pulse is proposed to compensate the friction errors. Compared with the conventional rectangular friction compensation pulse, the trapezoidal compensation pulse has some advantages such as better friction compensation performance, smaller impact on servomechanism, and better flexibility.
When the worktable arrives at a reverse position at the moment stick , that is, , the trapezoidal compensation pulse compensates the friction errors at the moment stick , that is, ( + 1) , and can be expressed as
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is the value of pulse and is generally set as a constant. The pulse characteristic parameters are the pulse amplitude and the pulse duration . With > 0, the generated trapezoidal compensation pulse is shown in Figure 4 .
A reasonable friction compensation pulse is essential to achieve the desired friction compensation performance. Even with a smaller friction compensation pulse amplitude or a short friction compensation pulse duration, the great friction errors still appear. On the contrary, with a high friction compensation pulse amplitude or a long friction compensation pulse duration, the great oscillations of tracking errors appear and motion accuracy degrades greatly. To evaluate the friction compensation performance, a friction compensation performance evaluation function can be given as follows:
where is the monitoring time and is the number of sampling points per . The friction compensation performance is better as this function value decreases. In this paper, a pulse characteristic parameter learning is proposed to search the optimal pulse duration and the pulse amplitude. The pulse characteristic parameter learning is an automatic optimization process composed of friction compensation pulse amplitude learning and friction compensation pulse duration learning. The friction compensation pulse duration learning is used to search the optimal pulse duration and to establish the optimal pulse duration function. The friction compensation pulse amplitude learning is used to search the optimal pulse amplitude and to establish the optimal pulse amplitude function.
To compensate the friction errors in different trajectories, it is necessary to establish the relationships between the friction compensation pulse characteristic parameters and the characteristic parameters of motion trajectory. On one hand, acceleration is one of the main characteristic parameters of motion trajectory and can be easily obtained. On the other hand, the acceleration at the moment stick , that is, reverse acceleration, is closely related to the transition time and the break-away force [23] . Therefore, relationships between the reverse acceleration and the pulse characteristic parameters need to be established to realize friction compensation in different trajectories. When the high-precision X-Y worktable performs a circular motion, the reverse acceleration is equal to the centripetal acceleration [24] . Furthermore, the centripetal acceleration can be obtained by the position command of circular motion trajectory and then the reverse acceleration can be calculated as where is the angular velocity of circular motion trajectory and is the reverse acceleration. According to this equation, the reverse acceleration can be obtained and modified easily. The position command of a circular motion trajectory for the high-precision X-Y worktable can be written as
where is the position command of the worktable in the -direction.
The relationships can be built by the friction compensation pulse duration learning and the friction compensation pulse amplitude learning. When the friction existing in the servomechanism has changed greatly, the values of pulse characteristic parameters need to be learned to solve the problems caused by the time-varying friction. Thus, the motion and contour accuracies of servomechanism can be guaranteed effectively.
Friction Compensation Pulse Duration Learning
To obtain the optimal pulse duration and to establish the optimal pulse duration function, the friction compensation pulse duration learning is proposed in this paper. Considering the practical working conditions, the learning efficiency and the required friction compensation performance, different reverse acceleration intervals, and their increments are adopted to satisfy different requirements of friction compensation. To make this friction compensation method simple, three different reverse acceleration intervals are adopted in this paper. The related parameters are set as follows:
: minimum reverse acceleration; : maximum reverse acceleration;
1 : reverse acceleration 1; : iteration number of coarse learning;
: iteration number of fine learning;
: pulse duration increment.
The reverse acceleration configuration is shown in Figure 5 .
The maximum amplitude of friction compensation pulse, , can be expressed as
where is the maximum allowed acceleration. The initial amplitude of the friction compensation pulse, , can be obtained as
where is the friction compensation coefficient. Generally, the value of is between 0.1 and 0.15. Without the friction compensation, the reverse acceleration updates automatically in the order of , 1 , 2 , and . At each reverse acceleration , the worktable performs a sinusoidal movement. As a result, the time interval can be automatically calculated as , 1 , 2 , and , respectively, based on the tracking errors. The initial pulse duration, , can be expressed as
The initial value of pulse amplitude can be obtained as = .
At the reverse acceleration , the worktable performs a sinusoidal movement. The induced friction errors are compensated by the generated friction compensation pulse. In this paper, a pulse duration learning evaluation function was designed. The pulse duration learning performance becomes better as this function value decreases. The pulse duration learning evaluation function can be given as follows:
where is the number of sampling points per 2 . When the sinusoidal movement terminates, the pulse amplitude can be updated as and keeps updating until > . Then, the pulse duration can be updated as
The aforementioned process is repeated until > . The value of pulse duration is the which is considered as the optimal pulse duration at the reverse acceleration and it corresponds to the minimum of pulse duration learning evaluation function . Similarly, the reverse acceleration can be updated automatically in the order of 1 , 2 , and . The corresponding optimal pulse duration can be obtained as 1 , 2 , and , respectively. According to the results of pulse duration learning, an optimal pulse duration function can be expressed as
Thus, the corresponding optimal pulse duration can be calculated at different reverse accelerations.
Friction Compensation Pulse Amplitude Learning
To obtain the optimal pulse amplitude, an optimal pulse amplitude function can be established by a coarse learning stage, a fine learning stage, and the generation of optimal pulse amplitude function in this paper.
Coarse Learning
Stage. An initial pulse amplitude array can be obtained in the coarse learning stage. The reverse acceleration increment of coarse learning stage Δ in different reverse acceleration intervals can be calculated as
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The amplitude increment of the friction compensation pulse in the coarse learning stage can be calculated as
At the beginning of the coarse learning stage, the initial value of reverse acceleration can be expressed as
where = 1 and = = . The initial value of pulse amplitude can be expressed as = .
(
According to (17) , the pulse duration can be calculated as
The monitoring time can be expressed as
At the reverse acceleration , the worktable performs a sinusoidal movement. The induced friction errors can be compensated by the generated friction compensation pulse. In this paper, the evaluation function is employed to evaluate the friction compensation performance. The friction compensation performance becomes better as the function value decreases. When the sinusoidal movement terminates, the pulse amplitude can be updated as
And keeps updating until > . The value of pulse amplitude is which corresponds to the minimum of evaluation function at the reverse acceleration . Then, the reverse acceleration can be updated as
The aforementioned process is repeated until > , and the coarse learning stage is finished. 
where Δ is the reverse acceleration increment in the fine learning stage. The subscript indexes of these elements are renumbered and can be recorded as can be expressed as
The subscript indexes of the elements in the expanded pulse amplitude array are renumbered and can be recorded as
where is the element of the expanded pulse amplitude array. The pulse amplitude increment in the fine learning stage can be calculated as
At the beginning of the fine learning stage, the initial value of reverse acceleration can be expressed as
where = 1 and = 1 = . The initial value of pulse amplitude can be expressed as
The worktable performs a sinusoidal movement at the reverse acceleration . The induced friction errors are compensated by the generated friction compensation pulse. Meanwhile, the evaluation function is also adopted. When the sinusoidal movement terminates, the pulse amplitude can be updated as
And keeps updating until > + ( /2). The optimal value of pulse amplitude is which corresponds to the minimum of evaluation function at the reverse acceleration . Then, the reverse acceleration can be updated as
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The aforementioned process is repeated until > ℎ , and the fine learning stage is finished. At different reverse accelerations, the optimal pulse amplitude array can be expressed as 
Generation of Optimal Pulse Amplitude Function.
Due to the fact that there is a complicated nonlinear relationship between the optimal pulse amplitude array and the corresponding reverse acceleration array, it is very difficult to achieve the satisfactory fitting performance with the approximate equation or the conventional least square method. However, the neural network has a strong ability in nonlinear fitting and can map the arbitrary nonlinear relationships [25] . Meanwhile, its learning rule is easy to implement on a computer. Therefore, the GRNN algorithm is proposed to train the complicated nonlinear relationship in this paper. An optimal pulse amplitude function (OFGN) is generated by the generalized regression neural network (GRNN) algorithm due to its advantages such as simple structure, high training efficiency, and global convergence. Moreover, the high accurate fitting can be obtained by the OFGN. The GRNN algorithm includes an input layer, a mode layer, a summation layer, and an output layer. The number of neurons in the input layer is equal to the dimension of the optimal pulse amplitude array and each neuron is a simply distributed unit which transfers the input variables to the mode layer directly. The summation layer sums these neurons, and the output layer exports the value of the optimal pulse amplitude which can be expressed as
Thus, the corresponding value of optimal pulse amplitude can be calculated at different reverse accelerations .
Experimental Investigation
To verify the effectiveness of this friction compensation method, a friction compensation module was developed and embedded into the open CNC system. The flowchart of the module is shown in Figure 6 . When the actual value of friction compensation performance evaluation function cannot satisfy the required friction compensation performance, that is, > , it indicates that the pulse characteristic parameter learning is necessary. Exiting the module or performing the pulse characteristic parameter learning is optional. If the pulse characteristic parameter learning is required, according to working conditions and the required friction compensation performance, the related parameters of friction compensation module are set. The friction compensation pulse duration learning is performed automatically and an optimal pulse duration function is established. Then, the friction compensation pulse amplitude learning is performed automatically and an optimal pulse amplitude function is generated. The process of pulse characteristic parameter learning is finished. When the friction compensation is enabled, the optimal characteristic parameters can be calculated by the optimal pulse amplitude function and the pulse duration function. The friction errors are compensated by the generated friction compensation pulse during the reverse motion. In addition, the friction compensation performance can be evaluated and monitored online. In this paper, the setting values of this module are shown in Table 2 .
With the circular radius = 50 mm, the high-precision X-Y worktable carries out the friction compensation pulse characteristic parameter learning automatically. Figure 7 shows the results of friction compensation pulse characteristic parameter learning at the reverse acceleration ∈ [ , ]. As shown in Figure 7 (a), the optimal friction compensation pulse durations of high-precision X-Y worktable decrease continuously with the reverse acceleration . The optimal friction compensation pulse duration of -axis is longer than that of -axis. The optimal pulse amplitude arrays of highprecision X-Y worktable and the corresponding optimal pulse amplitude function curves are shown in Figure 7 (b). The optimal pulse amplitude of -axis is larger than that of -axis. Moreover, it shows that these optimal pulse amplitude functions generated by the GRNN algorithm can achieve the accurate fitting of optimal pulse amplitude arrays. Figure 8 shows the circular contour errors, with the feed rate = 500 mm⋅min −1 and the circular radius = 25 mm. It is noted that the prominent contour errors occur in four quadrants. The prominent contour errors in quadrants A and C are mainly induced by the nonlinear friction during the reverse motion of -axis. Similarly, the prominent contour errors in quadrants B and D are mainly induced by the nonlinear friction during the reverse motion ofaxis. Generally, the prominent contour errors in quadrants A and C are similar. The same is true with the prominent contour errors in quadrants B and D. Therefore, the friction compensation performance can be studied by these tracking errors and contour errors in quadrants A and B and can be monitored during the monitoring time . To verify the feasibility of this friction compensation method, friction compensation experiments were carried out on the high-precision X-Y worktable, with the radius = 25 mm and the feed rates = 500mm⋅min −1 , 1000 mm⋅min −1 , 2000 mm⋅min −1 , and 3000 mm⋅min −1 . Moreover, to show the superiority of the proposed method, a disturbance observer was designed to suppress the friction errors under the aforementioned working conditions. In this paper, the friction compensation performances for the high-precision X-Y worktable are comprehensively evaluated by a set of friction compensation performance indicators as follows:
: peak value of the contour errors during the reverse motion of -axis;
: peak value of the contour errors during the reverse motion of -axis; Mathematical Problems in Engineering (7) Generation of friction compensation pulse (6) Generation of optimal pulse amplitude function (37)
Friction compensation
Calculate optimal pulse duration (17) and amplitude (37) Pulse characteristic parameter learning?
Friction compensation pulse duration learning Generation of optimal pulse duration function (17) Satisfy the required friction compensation performance?
Exit the module? (18)- (36) (10)-(16) Figure 6 : Flowchart of friction compensation module.
: absolute peak value of the tracking errors during the reverse motion of -axis;
: root mean square of the tracking errors during the reverse motion of -axis;
: absolute mean of the tracking errors during the reverse motion of -axis;
: absolute mean of the tracking errors during the reverse motion of -axis.
These indicators can be calculated by sampling the position command and the position feedback during the monitoring time and are compared with friction compensation (WFC), disturbance observer (WDOB), and without friction compensation (WTFC).
With the circular radius = 25 mm and the feed rates = 500 mm⋅min −1 and 3000 mm⋅min −1 , as shown in Figures 9 and 10 , the tracking errors and the contour errors in quadrants A and B are compared during the monitoring time , under three situations: with friction compensation, with disturbance observer, and without friction compensation. As shown in Figures 9 and 10 , the friction errors can be decreased Figure 7 : Results of friction compensation pulse characteristic parameter learning: (a) optimal friction compensation pulse duration curves; (b) optimal pulse amplitude arrays and the corresponding optimal pulse amplitude function curves. with friction compensation and disturbance observer, and the contour errors as well as the tracking errors were decreased with the reduction of friction errors. So, it can be seen that the better friction compensation performance can be achieved by the proposed friction compensation method. With different feed rates and reverse accelerations, the friction compensation performance indicators are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . As shown in Tables 3 and 4 , these friction compensation performance indicators with the friction compensation are smaller than those with the disturbance observer. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3 , during the reverse motion of -axis, the friction compensation performance indicators were decreased greatly with the friction compensation. The , , , and with different feed rates were decreased more than 63%, 54%, 63%, and 58%, respectively. Meanwhile, as shown in Table 4 , during the reverse motion of -axis, the friction compensation performance indicators were decreased greatly as well. The , , , and with different feed rates were decreased more than 71%, 62%, 71% and 69%, respectively. Compared with the disturbance observer, the friction compensation method proposed by this paper is more effective and feasible to compensate the friction errors.
To verify the conclusion that this friction compensation method can be applied to compensating friction errors with different motion trajectories, different S-shaped motion trajectories S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 based on trapezoidal velocity profile, are adopted. The parameters of motion trajectories S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 are as follows: the accelerations in the acceleration and deceleration sections are 10 mm⋅s proposed method. This friction compensation experiment is carried out on the worktable in the -direction. Figure 11 shows the experimental results with the motion trajectories of S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 . Figures 11(b) and 11(d) indicate that the friction errors were decreased greatly in same motion distances at different accelerations. Figures  11(d) and 11(f) show that the friction errors were decreased greatly in different motion distances at same accelerations. Figures 11(b) , 11(f), and 11(h) illustrate the friction errors were decreased greatly in different motion distances at different accelerations. Meanwhile, the different accelerations imply different velocities. As shown in Figure 11 , the motion and contour accuracies were improved with the reduction of the friction errors. Table 5 shows that the friction compensation performance indicators were decreased significantly, with different motion trajectories. Moreover, the , , , and with the motion trajectories of S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 were decreased by more than 76%, 71%, 76%, and 75%, respectively. Tables 4 and 5 together indicate that this friction compensation method proposed by this paper can be applied to different motion trajectories.
Conclusion and Discussion
Friction is a complex physical phenomenon and varies with time. It exerts some adverse effects on precision motion. The conventional friction compensation methods neglect the time-varying characteristic and cannot cope with the problems caused by the time-varying friction, effectively. Meanwhile, these methods can hardly compensate the friction errors under different working conditions. In this paper, a novel time-varying friction compensation method is proposed. The main contributions are as follows.
(1) A novel trapezoidal compensation pulse is adopted in this paper. The friction errors can be compensated by adding the friction compensation pulse to the velocity command. A reasonable friction compensation pulse is essential to achieve the desired friction compensation performance. To evaluate the friction compensation performance, a friction compensation performance evaluation function was designed. The pulse characteristic parameter learning is an automatic optimization process and can be employed to search the optimal pulse characteristic parameter and to establish the optimal pulse duration function and pulse amplitude function. Then, the optimal pulse duration and the pulse amplitude under different working conditions can be obtained. When the friction has changed greatly, these functions can be established by the pulse characteristic parameter learning. Thus, the required friction compensation performance can be achieved even if the friction varies with time. Moreover, this method has some advantages such as automation, intelligence, flexibility, and practicality. It can be implemented easily on most of servomechanisms in industry.
(2) A generalized regression neural network algorithm is employed to train the nonlinear relationship between the optimal pulse amplitude array and the corresponding reverse acceleration array. An optimal pulse amplitude function is generated by this algorithm.
The experimental results show that the accurate fitting of optimal pulse amplitude arrays can be achieved by the generated optimal pulse amplitude function. 
